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A Deranged Killer's Twisted Urges

In the streets of New York City, the Slasher chooses his victim--and makes his move. As he wraps his
fingers around the girl's pretty throat, his power increases. As he carves into her skin, his words become
flesh. As he arranges her lifeless body in a loving tableau, his fantasies demand new, more violent sacrifices.
. .

A Profiler's Cunning Plan

At first, NYPD detectives suspect a jealous boyfriend. But criminal profiler Lee Campbell senses something
darker, even ritualistic, about the murder. More chilling, he's convinced he's witnessing the genesis of a full-
blown serial killer. But time is running out. A new victim has been chosen. Campbell must search the most
terrifying recesses of the human mind--and his own past--before the screaming starts again. . .

"Pulse-racing, compelling, first rate. Lawrence knows how to build and hold suspense with the best of them.
Once you get into this one, you can't get out. A wild ride down a dark road." --John Lutz, New York Times
bestselling author of Urge to Kill

"C. E. Lawrence has achieved a rare level of authenticity, not only in character development but also in the
realistic use of behavioral science. If you want to read a serial-killer thriller that's solidly based on
frightening reality, this is the one." --Louis B Schlesinger, Ph.D., professor of forensic psychology, John Jay
College of Criminal Justice

"C. E. Lawrence delivers finely honed suspense, with unique twists, and accurately captures the logic and
intuition of a profiler under pressure." --Katherine Ramsland, professor of forensic psychology, De Sales
University, and author of The Devil's Dozen

"Criminally compelling, Silent Screams by C.E. Lawrence nails you to your seat with a fascinating NYPD
profiler who's hurled into the case of his lifetime. From the Bronx to Manhattan, Catholic churches to
university classrooms, this journey into violence and the soul is unforgettable." --- Gayle Lynds, New York
Times bestselling author of The Book of Spies and The Last Spymaster

"Silent Screams is a wickedly brilliant, carefully wrought thriller where the roles of hunter and hunted are
skillfully blurred. Team up with a virtuoso profiler and a street-wise Bronx detective as they are thrown into
an escalating torrent of murder that threatens to sweep them away. It's ride that neither they, or you, will
soon forget." --Gregg McCrary, author of The Unknown Darkness: Profiling the Predators Among Us

"By setting the horror of fictional killings against the background of 9/11, C.E. Lawrence constantly reminds
the reader that life is infinitely stranger than anything which the mind of man could invent. The deviant
perpetrator of grisly murders is described as someone who has a sophisticated knowledge of forensic
investigations. The same can be said of the author. Silent Screams beckons C.E. Lawrence to become a
repeat offender in this genre." --Marina Stajic, Ph.D., President of American Board of Forensic Toxicology
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From reader reviews:

Lisa Buffington:

The feeling that you get from Silent Screams will be the more deep you excavating the information that hide
within the words the more you get interested in reading it. It does not mean that this book is hard to
comprehend but Silent Screams giving you thrill feeling of reading. The author conveys their point in
selected way that can be understood by anyone who read this because the author of this e-book is well-
known enough. This specific book also makes your vocabulary increase well. Making it easy to understand
then can go to you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We highly recommend you for having this
Silent Screams instantly.

Gilbert Kimmel:

This book untitled Silent Screams to be one of several books this best seller in this year, that is because when
you read this publication you can get a lot of benefit onto it. You will easily to buy that book in the book
shop or you can order it via online. The publisher of this book sells the e-book too. It makes you easier to
read this book, because you can read this book in your Cell phone. So there is no reason for your
requirements to past this reserve from your list.

Dorothy Penland:

Beside this particular Silent Screams in your phone, it might give you a way to get closer to the new
knowledge or facts. The information and the knowledge you will got here is fresh through the oven so don't
possibly be worry if you feel like an old people live in narrow community. It is good thing to have Silent
Screams because this book offers for you readable information. Do you sometimes have book but you don't
get what it's facts concerning. Oh come on, that will not end up to happen if you have this in your hand. The
Enjoyable option here cannot be questionable, similar to treasuring beautiful island. Techniques you still
want to miss the item? Find this book in addition to read it from at this point!

Andrea Whitt:

You can get this Silent Screams by go to the bookstore or Mall. Just viewing or reviewing it may to be your
solve difficulty if you get difficulties for ones knowledge. Kinds of this book are various. Not only through
written or printed but additionally can you enjoy this book through e-book. In the modern era including now,
you just looking by your mobile phone and searching what their problem. Right now, choose your personal
ways to get more information about your guide. It is most important to arrange you to ultimately make your
knowledge are still revise. Let's try to choose proper ways for you.
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